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Jonathan Nelson,
Protexin Equine Premium Director:
Khartoum, owned and ridden by Nikki
Malcolm, is one of the most successful
endurance horses ever. He has a
100% success rate in all 14 race rides
entered and successfully completed. His
accolade includes 6 race wins between
80-100kms, 3 race wins between 101120kms and 2 wins in the top class of
121-160kms. On top of that he was
National Champion in 2011 and Nikki
and Khartoum were the highest ranked
FEI combination in 2011.

Nikki Malcolm,
I have been very privileged to have
ridden, trained and owned such a
fantastic athlete. I have never known a
horse with such ability, and capacity to
recover.
JN: I met Nikki in 2010 at an endurance
event we had sponsored in Somerset,
not far from our offices. It was at this
event that I introduced her to the new
Protexin Equine Premium range and
explained how it could help horses in
their discipline.
NM: Since being introduced to Protexin
I have been a regular user of various
products from the range with Khartoum
and believe their role in his management
have made a contribution to his success.
Endurance horses have to maintain
excellent gut function during training
and competition, and gut noise/function

is one of the regular checks at vet gates
as it indicates the stress state of the
horse alongside other parameters.
Acid Ease is his regular supplement with
Quick Fix being used as well during
periods of travel and competition. We
also include Acid Ease with his fibre
feeds at vet gates during competition.
Recently I have really found the Recover
Aid very good during his pre and post
race preparation and recovery.
Many thanks to Protexin for playing
a key part in making all his races a
success, particularly his debut overseas where his vet sheet remained
“A” perfect throughout the 120km FEI
event.
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